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Isabel Allende is a Chilean author, born in 1942. She is 

known for using the style of ‘magic realism’, which draws on 

fantasy and myth to override time and place. Allende's 

novels are often based upon her personal experience and 

make references to significant historical events. In this 

extract, from Paula, she remembers her grandfather. 

Yo quería ser como mi abuelo, fuerte e independiente. Pasaba mucho 

tiempo con mi abuelo y me encantaba escuchar los cuentos de sus 

viajes a la Patagonia. Iba al sur en tren. El viaje era incómodo y parecía 

interminable. Mi abuelo cruzaba lagos en barcos y cruzaba las montañas 

a caballo. Todas las noches del viaje mi abuelo comía poco, dormía bajo 

las estrellas, y tocaba su guitarra. 

A Scan the extract above from Paula to find the following cognates (words that are similar 
in appearance to English) and circle them. Practise pronouncing the Spanish words. 

1 independent 4 never ending 

2 train 5 mountains 

3 uncomfortable 6 guitar 

B Read these statements. Skim read the extract first to get the gist of it, and complete the 
sentences with the missing words. 

1 Isabel wanted to be strong and __________________, like her __________________. 

2 The visit to _____________ was by train and it was ______________ and _______________. 

3 They crossed the _____________ by boat and the _____________ by horse. 

4 He used to sleep under the _______________ and play the ___________. 

  

Remember, you don’t need to understand every word – understanding the gist to get a general sense of it is 
much more useful at first.  

los cuentos – stories 
lagos – lakes 
las estrellas – stars 

When approaching a new extract, 
skim read it first of all. By reading it 
rapidly once, ignoring unfamiliar 
words or tricky grammatical words 
that might trip you up, you will get a 
good idea of what it is about. 
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C Find all the verbs in the imperfect tense in 
the extract and write them below. There are 
10 altogether. What do they mean?                                 
Write their English translation and include the           
correct subject pronoun too (e.g. ‘I’, ‘he’, ‘it’, etc.).  

1 _________________________________________________________________________________  

2 _________________________________________________________________________________  

3 _________________________________________________________________________________  

4 _________________________________________________________________________________  

5 _________________________________________________________________________________  

6 _________________________________________________________________________________  

7 _________________________________________________________________________________  

8 _________________________________________________________________________________  

9 _________________________________________________________________________________  

10 ________________________________________________________________________________  

D What do the following phrases from the extract mean?  

1 …fuerte e independiente…  ______________________________ 

2 …parecía interminable… ______________________________ 

3 …bajo las estrellas… ______________________________ 

E Imagine you want to describe what you used to do on holiday with a grandparent. Write 
a sentence to describe what you did, using the imperfect tense. You could mention: where 
you went, how long for and what you did there. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________  

Extension 

Isabelle Allende is a very well-known author, whose books have been translated into many languages. Find out 
the title of five more of her books in both Spanish and English and see if you can find extracts from them online. 
Practise your ‘reading for gist’ skills by selecting a few sentences from any extracts you find. 

  

‘e’ is used instead of ‘y’ 
(and) when the following 
word starts with i- or hi-, 
e.g. español e inglés / 
madre e hijo 

Remember that imperfect verbs can mean 
‘used to’. There is a lot of descriptive 
vocabulary in this passage. When you come 
across more unusual words, make sure that 
you look them up in a dictionary and make a 
note of them to improve your vocabulary. 
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Answers 

A 

1 independiente 

2 tren 

3 incómodo 

4 interminable 

5 montañas 

6 guitarra 

B 

1 Isabel wanted to be strong and independent, like her grandfather. 

2 The visit to Patagonia was by train and it was uncomfortable and interminable/never ending. 

3 They crossed the lake by boat and the mountains by horse. 

4 He used to sleep under the stars and play the guitar. 

C 

1 quería – I wanted 

2 pasaba – I used to spend/spent 

3 me encantaba – I used to love/loved 

4 iba – he used to go/went 

5 era – it was 

6 parecía – it seemed 

7 cruzaba – he used to cross/crossed 

8 comía – he used to eat/ate 

9 dormía – he used to sleep/slept 

10 tocaba – he used to play/played 

D  

1 …strong and independent… 

2 … seemed interminable/never-ending… 

3 …under the stars… 

E  

Students’ own answers 

Extension 

Any of: 

La casa de los espíritus – The House of the 
Spirits 

De amor y de sombra – Of Love and Shadows 

Eva Luna – Eva Luna 

Cuentos de Eva Luna – The Stories of Eva Luna 

El plan infinito – The Infinite Plan 

Afrodita – Aphrodite: A Memoir of the Senses 

Hija de la fortuna – Daughter of Fortune 

Retrato en sepia – Portrait in Sepia 

La ciudad de las bestias – City of the Beasts 

Mi país inventado – My Invented Country 

El reino del dragón de oro – Kingdom of the 
Golden Dragon 

El bosque de los pigmeos – Forest of the 
Pygmies 

Inés del alma mía – Inés of My Soul 

La suma de los días – The Sum of Our Days 

La isla bajo el mar – Island Beneath the Sea 

El cuaderno de Maya – Maya’s Notebook 


